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FOREWORD

This tcchnical report presents results of resear.; carried out

by Dr. Moshe Carmeli of the Theoretical Pbysics Groniy ri the General

Physics Research Laboratory, Aerospace Research Labr, Etories, Project

7114. The research was initiated by the suggestion if Dr. Kenneth E.

Kissell, Director of the General Physics Research iboratory, in support

of the Optical Properties of Space Objects (OPOS) ,:ogram.
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ABSTRACT

In this report an exact expression to the solar radiation pressure

on a prolate spheroid is given.



INTRODUCTION

Recent studies by FeaI, and by Fea and Smith 2 , have shown the

existence of an unexplained acceleration on spacecrafts which are

balloon satellites of large area to mass ratio. It was suggested that

the unexplained acceleration might be caused by solar radiation pressure.

There is evidence 3 , 4 that one of the satellites showing this anomalous

acceleration is no longer spherical, and that it is probably shaped

like a prolate spheroid. Previously, it had been assumed that the

solar radiation scattered by the satellite is symmetrical about the

satellite-sun line, an assumption which no longer holds for a prolate

spheroid. It is therefore expected that additional perturbations of

the orbit will arise.

Consequently, Smith and Fea 5 developed a perturbation method to

calculate m-oe radiation pressure on a prolate spheroid. To this end

two major ass•u,Ttions were made: (1) the effective direction of

reflection of the specular flux is determined by Snell's law on the

incident ray that paves through the center of the satellite; and (2)

that the magnitude of tbL flux reflected in this direction approximates

to that which would be reflected by a sphere of surface area equal to

that of the 3pheroid. Both assLmptions seem not be valid in general.

In this paper we give an exact oxpression to the radiation p esbure

on a prolate spheroid without making any )ne of the two assumptions

mentioned above.



PRELIMINARIES

It will be assumed that the solar radiation in the vicinity of

the satellite is homogeneous. Also it will be assumed (see Introduction)

that the satellite has the shape of a prolato spheroid. The relative

orientation of the satellite with respect to the direction of light

is then determined by the angle between the semi-major axis and

directio, of light.

We will use Cartesian coordinates defined, as usual, by x - R

sin e cos cp, y - R sin e sin ep, and z - R cos 0. Let the prolate

spheroid be located at the origin of coordinates and described b) the

equation

2 + 2 + z2

a2 c2 
()

Also, let the light rays be parallel to the x-z plane, having the

direction given by (see Figure 1)

S-(-sin 60, 0, - Cos go). (2)

RADIATION PRESSURE

An infinitesimal light beam reflected from a surface element dS

of the spheroid will apply a force given by

-4 44 4+ _

dF 21 kn'N) dS, (3)

where t is the light density, n is a unit vector perpendiculai to theI 2



surface element, and ý is the direction of light, which is given by

Eq. (2). The geometry of the surface of the prolate spheroid determines

both n and dS. They are given by

n = a g "sin 0 (c sin 0 cos cp, c sin e sin cp, a -os e),
(4)

= g dO dcpn, (5)

wht re

22 2 2 c2

g=a sin2 e (a cos +C sin2 8). (6)

The result is

1T 21 a sin 0 (c sin e sin 0 cos cp + a cos c cos 8 )
dF= - o o

2 2 2 2½
(a cos +c sin 0)

x (c sin 6 cos cp, c sin 8 sin cp, a cos 8) dO dep. (7)

The total force F is, accordingly,

F= dF. (8)

Here a stands for the surface snaded by light on which the integration

should be carried out.

4 BOUNDARY CONDITION

The boundary condition (integration limits) of the integral of

force (8) is determined by the curve C which is the boundary of the

' area o. This curve is giv' n by the equation

3



S- 0. (9)

Using Eqs. (2) and (4) for N and 4n one obtains explicitlv for C the

eqnation

c sin e sin e cos cp + a cos e cos 8 - 0. (10)
0 0

* This is the equation of a curve given in terms of spherical coordinates,

S- cp( ), or

cp - + arc cos cot cot ). (11)

Notice that the curve ep - cp(8) is located in the plane

c sin 6 x + a cos e z - 0. (12)
0 0

In Figure 2 we give the boundary limits where the integration

on the angles e and ep should be carried out.

TOTAL FORCE

The force integral (8) can now be given explicitly as

F 21 ac -r sin2 e (c sin0 sin 8 cos cp + a cos 8 cos O) cos cp
2t 2 c2 si2

(a2 cos e + sin 8)
(13a)

F -2Iac jsin 28 (c sin 0sin 8 cos cp + a cos 8 cos 8) sin cp
(2 2 c2 )' ½ cd
(a cos e + c sin 2 8) (13b)

a2 ,rsin 0 cos 8 (c sin 0 sin 0 cos p + a cos 0 cos 0)F =- 21 aoJ 0o - dy, d•
z (a2 2 2 2 ½

kacos 8 + c sin 0)(1)

(1 30
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As can be seen from Figure 2. the limits of the double integrals in

Eqs. (13) shold be taken from cp = - r to cp = + TT for 0 ! 8 : 81, and

from cp - - arc cos (-A cot e cot 0) to V = + arc cos (-.a cot 8 cot 0)
c 0 C 0

Sfor 6l 0 e- IT - 0I. The angle 81 is that e for which the angle cp of

Sthe curve C satisfies ,)(0l) - .

The force term Fy, Eq. (13b), can easily be shown to be equal to

zero.

CASE OF A SPHERE

The force terms given by (13) have a particularily simple form

in the case of a sphere (i.e. a - c). One obtains in this case

F S -. -21 a2 "'sni 2 8 (sin 8 sin e cos cp + cos 9 cos 8) cos p d# d@

(14a)

SF 0 (14b)

FS _ 21a
F -21 a 2Jisin 8 cos 8 (sin 0 sin 8 cos c + cos 0 cos 8) dc dG

(14c)

One can simplily these integrals by going into new variables 6',

i. t wiceh the integration limits are not dependents on each other.

To this ex one rotates the coorainate systa;r, around the y-axis:

X=-'/ COS +Z ' 1,01 -_".j 0

z -xi sin 8 - o-.z C (I)
0

~xsimple at' atn using- the relations x =a sin 0 cos cp, y a sin 6
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sin (p, z - a cos 8 and x' = a sin 0' cos cp', y' = a sin 8' sin 'p',

z/ = a cos 8', then shows that 8 and cp are related to the new variables

68' and cp' by

sin 8'cos ep'cos 6 + cos 8'sir 8 = sin 8 cos cp,0 0

-sin e' cos cp' sin 8 + cos 0' cos 8 ucos 8, (16)

and

sin 8'd8' dcp' sin e d8 dcp. (17)

As a result one obtains for the force components acting on the

sphere

YT

•xt -,•21 aq j j (sin 8' cos c cos 8o + cos 8' sin 8 ) cos e'

F 00

•' sin 8' d•' dO'

F~ =0 •

y =2 1,r TT rrT

FzS -21 a j (-sin 8'cos qp sin 80 + cos 0' cos 80) cos 80'

9=0 CP-7 sinG' dy' d@'

(18)

The result is

S 2
F S =-(4/3)n a' I sin 0X 0

F =0
y

F2  -(4/3), a 1 cos e= o (10
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Figure 1. Prolate ellipsoid and light rays in the x-z plane along
the vector (-sin 0o, 0, - cos 0 ). The curve C is

.• .. •0 ..

defined by N.n(0,c)=0, where the vector n is normal to
the surface of the eilipsoid.
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*a+orc cos(- Jcot@o cote)

ex.r onz 2 x,, o22

On-arc cos(- •-cote° cote)

Figure 2. Boundary limit diagram. The boundary of integration is
given by cp + n for e t, e and c(8) - + arc
cos(- o cot cot @) for 0 1 t S T-9 1 1 The angle 0I is

defined by 61" arc tg (! cot 0
c,0
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